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Document title Possible new RAP action: Investigate the possibilities to phase out fishing lure containing 
soft plastic 

Code 4-3 
Submission date 28.9.2020 
Submitted by Sweden 

 

Background 
Fishing lure containing soft plastic is estimated to be lost in large quantities. The purpose of a fishing lure is 
to be thrown into the aquatic environment in order to catch fish, the risk of them being lost directly to the 
aquatic environment is therefore high. Lost fishing lure in the aquatic environment is almost impossible to 
clean up and if they contain plastic it will eventually break down to micro plastics. If they contain soft plastic 
there is also the risk of leakage of hazardous substances such as phthalates to the environment. Fishing lure 
should therefore be manufactured in materials that are not harmful to the environment if they are lost. In 
order to be able to propose a potential measure on a phase out for fishing lure containing soft plastic an 
estimation on the quantities  that are lost annually and a compilation on possible existing alternatives needs 
to be carried out. This fishing gear fraction may not be significantly affected by the producer responsibility 
for fishing gear in accordance to the EU SUP directive, therefore a phasing-out measure would contribute to 
harmonisation between HELCOM countries that are EU members as well as other HELCOM countries.  This 
would benefit from being a joint action with OSPAR. The measure should be conducted in close collaboration 
with the fishing gear industry in order to find and evaluate possible existing alternatives. 

This proposal has the form as a synopsis for the BSAP Update, however we see that it is better addressed as 
a possible new action for the updated RAPML. 

Action requested 
The Workshop is invited to consider and discuss the proposal as a possible new action for the updated RAP 
ML. 
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Title 
Investigate the possibilities to phase out fishing lure containing soft plastic 
Submitted by: 
Sweden 
Contact: Lisa Bredahl Nerdal, The Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management 

Description of measure 
Fishing lure containing soft plastic is estimated to be lost in large quantities. The purpose of a fishing lure 
is to be thrown into the aquatic environment in order to catch fish, the risk of them being lost directly to 
the aquatic environment is high. Lost fishing lure in the aquatic environment is almost impossible to 
clean up and if they contain plastic it will eventually break down to micro plastics. If they contain soft 
plastic there is also the risk of leakage of hazardous substances such as phthalates to the environment. 
Fishing lure should therefore be manufactured in materials that are not harmful to the environment if 
they are lost. In order to be able to propose a potential measure on a phase out for fishing lure 
containing soft plastic an estimation on the quantities  that are lost annually and a compilation on 
possible existing alternatives needs to be carried out. This fishing gear fraction may not be significantly 
affected by the producer responsibility for fishing gear in accordance to the EU SUP directive, therefore a 
phasing-out measure would contribute to harmonisation between HELCOM countries that are EU 
members as well as other HELCOM countries.  This would benefit from being a joint action with OSPAR. 
The measure should be conducted in close collaboration with the fishing gear industry in order to find 
and evaluate possible existing alternatives. 
Activity:  
Fish and shellfish harvesting (pelagic towed gears, stationary gears, professional, recreational)  
Pressure: 
Input of litter (solid waste matter, including micro-sized litter) 
State: 
Litter 
Extent of impact: 
Baltic wide scale (with the possibility to scale up to the OSPAR maritime area). The measure covers areas 
where sports fishing takes place.  

Effectiveness of measure 
The effectiveness of the measure depends on national/local fishing practices and legislation. The risk of 
fishing lure being lost directly to the aquatic environment is high. Lost fishing lure in the aquatic 
environment is almost impossible to clean up and they will eventually break down to micro plastics. If 
they contain soft plastic there is also the risk of leakage of hazardous substances such as phthalates to 
the environment. A phasing out measure for fishing lure containing soft plastic is effective in addressing 
the specific littering item including the break down to microplastics and emissions of hazard substances. 
Cost, cost-effectiveness of measure: 
Not known but a regional approach would probably lower the entry costs for the individual countries, as 
the incentive for producers to drive innovation in the field would be stronger.  
Feasibility: 
An estimation on the quantities that are lost annually and a compilation on possible existing alternatives 
needs to be carried out. This will in turn provide the basis for a possible phase out measure.  
Follow-up of measure: 

1) Possible by beach litter and sea floor litter indicator (and maybe the monitoring of hazardous 
substances (phthalates). 

2) statistical impact on the sale of fishing lure containing soft plastic  
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Background material: 
During the development of an extended producer responsibility for fishing gear, it was identified that 
large quantities of fishing lure are lost in the environment. Many fishing lure that are put on the market 
contain soft plastic and fishing lure are estimated to be difficult to get back into the waste streams. Since 
fishing lure are thrown into the aquatic environment in order to catch fish, the risk of them being lost 
directly to the aquatic environment is high.  Fishing lure should therefore be manufactured in materials 
that are not harmful to the environment if they are lost. 

References 
Underlag for å utrede produsentansvarsordning for fiskeri- og akvakulturnæringen utredning (2018). 
 
https://www.kemi.se/global/tillsyns-pm/2019/tillsyn-9-19-kemikalieinspektionens-analyser-i-samband-
med-tillsyn-2018.pdf 
 

 

 

https://url10.mailanyone.net/v1/?m=1kFdvY-0001jV-3R&i=57e1b682&c=ZhRXN58-U-mWMCPvHgAo1sOimCqMxlBrVQ6x4RqnFiKq5SfCmI2FakzYhP1kv6FhSOm_Xrl-TMwErEZ2PB6zruBFNDD_xXCCgFU7OXkF0W58JWhYKMMJA6aBH07hxt6ssT9yW-yuTbWBWmzdYk0xefzCsL6q5cAfUAPb6i_htU7AeTa-RmquAUQCMGYeusqAxeYzvc3nRB9P6o0Gjitco2p_FvHDgpNVgpZmT3XJhCxlYdaOsbO7cv-tqVzFNk7D_q_0Nv-5h2PXJ8e9uVYKquXBl7jtp2qBLqXEjG8OG_fe909Mg64X48ZLUVW5YhmdbMMlEzHGdKPa9IkFFX-0gdzglUjM3lXgX808PwBBiyk
https://url10.mailanyone.net/v1/?m=1kFdvY-0001jV-3R&i=57e1b682&c=ZhRXN58-U-mWMCPvHgAo1sOimCqMxlBrVQ6x4RqnFiKq5SfCmI2FakzYhP1kv6FhSOm_Xrl-TMwErEZ2PB6zruBFNDD_xXCCgFU7OXkF0W58JWhYKMMJA6aBH07hxt6ssT9yW-yuTbWBWmzdYk0xefzCsL6q5cAfUAPb6i_htU7AeTa-RmquAUQCMGYeusqAxeYzvc3nRB9P6o0Gjitco2p_FvHDgpNVgpZmT3XJhCxlYdaOsbO7cv-tqVzFNk7D_q_0Nv-5h2PXJ8e9uVYKquXBl7jtp2qBLqXEjG8OG_fe909Mg64X48ZLUVW5YhmdbMMlEzHGdKPa9IkFFX-0gdzglUjM3lXgX808PwBBiyk
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